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Abstract 

This study investigated the intensity and spatial distribution of precipitation 

anomalies in Rio Grande do Sul state (RS) during the 20th century by analyzing 

the influence of El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in its three phases. 

Reanalyzes from the University of Delaware (V5) were used. Precipitation 

anomalies were divided into three zones (Campaign, Plateau, Coast) to 

investigate possible differences in precipitation under ENSO influence. 

Alexandersson's Standard Normal Homogeneity Test was applied to verify 

possible structural breaks. Wavelets were used to rate the periodicity of 

precipitation anomalies into three phases. Anomalies that occurred in El Niño 

and La Niña phases were classified in contingency tables as weak, average, and 

strong to evaluate the qualitative behavior of these precipitation anomalies. It 

was found that precipitation anomalies presented a structural break in 1955 

when the tendency to positive anomalies increased. From 1955, precipitation 

anomalies increased at least 0.5 standard deviation while the frequency of these 

anomalies decreased from 85 to 60 months. Peaks of positive anomalies in El 

Niño were higher than 200 mm. In neutral cases, anomalies intensified in 0.5 

standard deviation since 1970. Negative anomalies did not show specific 

behavior in any ENSO phase. Contingency tables indicated that La Niña events 

did not present any visible influence pattern. It could intensify the episodes of 

positive and negative precipitation anomalies in at least 0.5 (-0.5) standard 

deviation. Therefore, La Niña events could increase or decrease the monthly 

anomaly but do not show any tendency to negative anomalies. Weak El Niños 

tends to contribute to negative precipitation anomalies while strong cases are 

associated with an average increase of 2 standard deviations in positive 

anomalies. It was concluded that the influence of ENSO in RS is stronger in El 

Niño than in La Niña. Still, both may induce negative and positive anomalies, 

depending on the intensity of each case. Wavelet analysis revealed that cycles 

that did not coincide with El Niño/La Niña showed an increase (decrease) of 0.5 

(-0.5) standard deviation is positive (negative) anomalies. The increase of 

anomalies in neutral phases indicated that other climatic variability modes and 

the intensity of meteorological events decreased the 25 and 43 months cycles 

and increased the precipitation in RS. 
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THE PRECIPITATION REGIME IN RIO 

GRANDE DO SUL 

 

  

The State of Rio Grande do Sul (RS) has 

different rainfall regimes throughout its 

territory. Several factors contribute to this 

difference, such as relief, continentality, 

atmospheric systems (including cyclogenesis 

and frontogenesis). In the last thirty years, the 

atmosphere showed changes not yet seen in the 

period of instrumental data, which, in the case 

of RS, started in 1910, changing the behavior of 

its variables and intensifying extreme events 

(VIANA et al., 2006; VALENTE, 2018). The 

anthropic influence contributes to the variation 

in the atmospheric conditions so much we 

examined if modes of climatic variability as the 

El Niño - South Oscillation (ENSO) have shown 

and will show similar cases to those of the 20th 

century or events will become more frequent as 

in 2015-16 (PEREIRA et al., 2017). The effects 

of climate change on ENSO behavior events are 

still poorly known, and perhaps 20th-century 

episodes will not be helpful as an example for 

future events. (FASULLO et al., 2018; NOAA, 

2020).  

RS is located in an area historically described 

as a region of influence of ENSO 

(SATYAMURTY et al., 1998; OLIVEIRA, 1999; 

HAYLOCK et al., 2006). RS's weather and 

climate are controlled by atmospheric systems of 

the low, middle, and high latitudes and air 

masses, both continental and maritime, which 

influence precipitation in RS (NIMER, 1989). 

Grimm et al. (1998) and Reboita (2012) had 

shown that the precipitation regimen of the RS 

has two distinct systems that vary according to 

the season. The convective systems are 

predominant in spring and summer, especially 

the Mesoscale Convective Complexes. 

(VELASCO; FRITSCH, 1987; MORAES et al, 

2020). In autumn and winter, rainfall in RS 

corresponds to frontal systems associated with 

extratropical cyclones (GRIMM, 2009). 

 The literature points out that ENSO 

influence in RS is marked by different signs in 

its two phases (ROPELESKI; HALPERT, 1987 

and 1989; GRIMM, 2009). In El Niño (EN) 

periods, rainfall totals remain above average. In 

turn, years of La Niña (LN) usually bring 

drought episodes to the region (OLIVEIRA, 

1999; FONTANA; BERLATO, 1997). In RS, EN 

events cause an increase in the average 

atmospheric temperature and precipitation, 

mainly in spring. Intense rainfall is also 

expected from May to July (OLIVEIRA, 1999). 

During LN episodes, the scenario is often the 

opposite of EN cases. Cold fronts frequently pass 

through South of Brazil, northeast Argentina 

and Uruguay, with precipitation reduction from 

June to February (GRIMM, 2009). Both EN and 

LN effects affect the RS economy based on 

agriculture and livestock.  

 Valente (2018) and Valente and Aquino 

(2018) found variation in precipitation anomaly 

patterns and the intensity of positive and 

negative extremes between 1901 and 2000 in 

RS. Yet, it is still necessary to understand in 

which periods the most significant changes 

occurred and how much ENSO phases 

influenced this variability. Therefore, this study 

aims to identify the intensity and spatial 

distribution of rainfall anomalies in RS, 

examining ENSO influence on its variability 

throughout the 20th century through 

contingency tables and wavelet transform using 

data in time series of precipitation anomalies.  
 

 

DATA 

 

 

Delaware Series  

 

Reanalysis data from the University of 

Delaware were chosen (WILLMOTT; 

MATSUURA, 2001; MATSUURA; WILLMOTT, 

2012). Version V5 was selected. We agreed to 

use rainfall anomalies in RS between 1901 and 

2000 to analyze rainfall variability in the 20th 

century. The time frame was made to extract the 

climatology, monthly averages, and anomalies. 

Delaware series (DLW) features 0.5° x 0.5° grid 

spatial resolution, resulting in 114 grid points 

within the RS. Delaware reanalyses were 

officially recommended by INMET (2007) to fill 

the lacks in weather stations data. Data 

validation was also performed by Valente 

(2018). 
 

 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

 

Zoning  

 

Viana (2009) defined regions of precipitation 

behavior for the southern part of Brazil 

according to relief and precipitation patterns. 

We used this zoning applying a cutout for RS, 

and the 114 grid points of the DLW series 

(Figure 1). These three areas were considered 

homogeneous by a classification generated in 

Viana (2009) which considered the 

geomorphology and the slope guidelines. 
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The coastal zone comprises the eastern face, 

with higher relief in the North face, 

approximately 900m of average altitude, and 

about 50km from the ocean. In turn, the South 

face shows a flatter profile, about 15m higher 

than sea level. This zone presents a constant 

influence of the Atlantic Ocean and its 

semipermanent centers of high pression, which 

acts as a genesis region of cyclones (PEZZI; 

SOUZA, 2009). Frontogenesis is also common in 

coastline due to the proximity to the ocean and 

the fronts originated in Antarctica. Schossler et 

al. (2018) also points the orographic 

precipitation, common in the north of Coastline. 

The Campaign zone also suffers the maritime 

effects. However, the relief is between 100 and 

250m above sea level and continentality effects 

are bigger. The same systems from the south 

pole can reach this zone, but, as it is not beside 

the Atlantic Ocean, precipitation behavior is not 

the same as in coastline. 

The Plateau zone covers portions of the state 

between 200 and 1100 m. It accounts for the 

highest total rainfall in the state according to 

Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia (INMET), 

which is the Brazilian National Institute of 

Meteorology (INMET, 2009). The northeastern 

sector of the Plateau zone has a strong 

orographic effect due to its high altitude and 

proximity to the ocean. Although, precipitations 

in the northwestern sector are influenced by 

continentality, the Lower Chaco and all the 

convergence originated by inter tropical 

convergence zone, Amazonia forest and the 

lower level jet in Andes Cordillera.  

 

Figure 1 - Delaware series (DLW) grid points and precipitation zoning. 

 
Source: Adapted from Viana (2009) 

 

Anomalies  

 

Precipitation anomalies were calculated from 

the arithmetic average of the grid points in their 

respective zones to express the average behavior 

of anomalous precipitation in RS throughout the 

20th century. Four-time series were obtained 

(RS, Campaign, Coast, and Plateau). Monthly 

averages of the period 1901-2000 were used. The 

climatology and its respective averages and 

monthly standard deviations were initially 

calculated. Then, DLW series were divided in 

three phases (EN, LN and Neutral). ENSO 

periods result from of Kousky and Bell's (2000) 

studies and ONI index, provided by National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Admnistration 

(NOAA, 2021). Time series were also compared 

to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index 

provided by Mantua (1999) and NOAA (2022) to 

evaluate how this oscillation, combined with 

ENSO variability, affected RS’s precipitation.
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Continuity breaks in precipitation 

anomalies of RS  

 

Time series were submitted to the Standard 

Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT) of 

Alexandersson (1986) in order to evaluate the 

series homogeneity and to find possible points of 

discontinuity in the monthly cases. SNHT 

compares the average with previous records. If 

points of discontinuity are present in certain 

months, SNHT reaches its maximum points, 

which, compared to tabulated values according 

to significance level, reject or not the null 

hypothesis [𝐻0: 𝑧𝑖 ∈ 𝑁(0,1)] . For this test, we 

chose to use significance of 5% (95% reliability). 

This step was applied only to RS time series. 

 

Cyclic Analysis - Wavelet transform and 

scalogram  

 

After dividing anomalous DLW series, they were 

submitted to wavelet transforms (WT). They 

allow the use of intervals and the control of high 

and low frequencies in one same datum, 

indicating the position and transition of cycles, 

that is, the phase transition of a variable and the 

time that this one takes to change. WT is a 

useful tool for analyzing time and space 

simultaneously, acting as a function that 

decomposes another function (TORRENCE; 

COMPO, 1998). In the climatology, most of the 

processes are not-stationary, making temporal 

decomposition necessary. Aliaga et al. (2016) 

applied WT to describe alterations in frequency 

and intensity in precipitation in Argentinean 

pampa, indicating the analysis to find changes 

in precipitation variability. 

For this work, Morlet wavelet of complex 

function was adopted (MORLET et al., 1982). As 

the purpose was to discover the cycles of 

precipitation anomalies, magnitude wavelets 

and their power coefficients or scalograms were 

generated. The magnitude analysis shows the 

intensity and the signal phases variation which 

together with the power analysis, presents its 

cycles and period of greatest intensity. 

 

Classification of ENSO events for RS  

 

RS precipitation anomalies during ENSO cases 

were divided into terciles (BISQUERRA et al, 

2004). Afterwards, the method of contingency 

tables was used. These tables show the 

dependence of two or more characteristics or 

variables in order to assess their qualitative 

behavior, according to Wonnacott and 

Wonnacott (1980) and Wilks (2006). 

Precipitation anomalies were classified in weak, 

moderate and strong for EN and LN phases. The 

result consisted of two 3 x 3 tables where classes 

(intensities divided in terciles), its thresholds 

and the precipitation anomalies in RS occurring 

in ENSO during 1901-2000 are included. Thus, 

rainfall anomalies were classified as below of the 

average (-EN/-LN), moderate (ENm/LNm) and 

above average (+EN/-LN) inserted according to 

the occurrence of weak, moderate and strong 

ENSO cases. 

Then, anomalies were submitted to three 

positive lag levels (compared to the following 

month) to verify whether ENSO variability had 

any influence after the end of the episodes. To 

ensure the reliability of contingency tables, the 

t-test of student was applied at the 5% level of 

significance. 

 

 

RESULTS    

 

 

Variability in RS  

 

SNHT identified periods of disruption in the 

behavior of the anomalous rainfall in RS. Values 

above the significance level (5%) occurred from 

the 1950s onward (Figure 2). Four major points 

of significant discontinuity can be observed (in 

the 1950's, 60's, 70's and 80's). Moberg and 

Alexandersson (1997) state that the presence of 

more than one breaking point in short periods 

(above five units of time) can indicate an abrupt 

change in the behavior of the variable. 

Therefore, indicates a change in the patterns of 

precipitation anomalies in the RS from 1955, 

where, according to Figure 2 , we can see a 

decrease in positive anomalous values and an 

increase in negative values between 1942-1955 

and, after the mid-fifties, positive anomalies 

increase in frequency and intensity. SNHT 

results are consistent with the results of Viana 

et al. (2006), where it was found that the values 

of climatological normals in RS increased from 

the 1970s onwards. Also, Aliaga et al. (2016) 

found similar changes in Argentinean pampa’s 

precipitation during 1970, when it intensifies 

and monthly values started to be higher than 

1960 and backwards. 
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Figure 1 – Time series representing Alexandersson’s SNHT (black line) and the tabulated 

significance value (red line). 

 
Source: The authors (2022). 

 

Mantua et al (1997), Minobe et al (1999) and 

Kayano and Andreoli (2006) point to similar 

changes in phases of the PDO, where modes 

change their variability in 20-30 and 50 years 

cycles in tropics and extratropics. There is a 

similar variation with PDO index and rainfall 

anomalies in RS in 1900-1945 (Figure 2 A). 

However, the behavior changed from 1945 to 64. 

Anomalous precipitation in RS does not follow 

the variation of the PDO from the 1960s 

onwards. 

This may also indicate that, in the last forty 

years of the 20th century, there was a change in 

factors that influence RS precipitation 

(especially in positive anomalies). Negative 

cases, even with the change in monthly values, 

periodicity and LN influence, presents similar 

intensity and duration throughout the entire 

series. Negative anomalies in neutral phase that 

appeared in the 1930s (Figure 2) and reduced 

their periodicity from 1960 onwards also 

contribute to the determination of dry periods 

with peaks close to -2 mm between 4 and 6 years.

.  
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Figure 2  – PDO index and rainfall anomalies in RS divided into the phases of ENSO (A) and quarterly (B), semiannual (C), and annual (D) moving averages. 

 
Source: The authors (2022).
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Variability in the Campaign Zone  

 

In the Campaign zone (Figure 4), the cycle of the 

negative anomalies is longer than the positive 

anomalies. Dry months show a predominance in 

the LN and neutral phases, where the negative 

anomalies in LN show a pattern, with the 

minimum of the drought event with an anomaly 

of -1.5, by the results of Fontana and Berlato 

(1997). However, it is essential to emphasize the 

presence of negative anomalies lower than -100 

mm per month during EN, indicating that 

drought events can occur at any stage. In all of 

them, there is at least one case where the peak 

of the anomaly was around -2. Between 1942 

and 1955, there was a greater amount and 

frequency of negative precipitation anomalies in 

the three phases. The number of positive 

anomalous months is lower than the other 

decades, even though the El Niño of 1939-41 (an 

important episode for RS's climate history) is 

well defined in the series. Nevertheless, the 

lowest episode of the series occurred in 

September 1970, in the LN phase, with an 

anomaly of -2,05 (95 mm below average). 

In positive anomalies, the highest values 

occurred in EN and neutral phases. Except one 

case happened in a neutral period, the highest 

episode of the series, May of 1984, with a value 

of 3,77 (233 mm above monthly average). All 

months with anomalous precipitation above 3 

are in EN. The best-known episodes in RS 

(1939–41, 1973–74, 1982–83, and 1997–98) are 

highlighted in anomalous values. However, 

anomalies in 1965-66 and 1987-88 episodes also 

have similar values to the classic cases. In 

neutral phases, the periods 1935-37, 1959-64, 

1967-1969, and 1993-94 presented anomalous 

values 0,5 lower than EN, on average. LN phase 

also had positive months above 1.5 in the cases 

of 1927–28, 1939, 1973–76, 1984–85, and 1998–

2000, contrasting the classic behavior of this 

phase, as described by Fontana and Berlato 

(1997) and Oliveira (1999). Therefore, it is 

suggested that, even with the smallest amount 

of positive anomalous extremes in LN, they will 

not stop happening and impacting the 

Campaign routine. 
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Figure 4  - Precipitation anomalies in Campaign zone, distributed in enso phases (a), quarterly moving average (b), semiannual (c), and annual (d). 

 
Source: The authors (2022).
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Variability in the Coastal Zone  

 

The Coastal zone (Figure 5) presented similar 

behavior to the Campaign zone, although 

positive anomalies were higher in the first forty 

years of the century. However, the extreme 

negative anomalies in LN stand out from the 

others (especially the 1973–74 case), although 

they maintain similar values throughout the 

series. The driest month was September 1970, 

with an anomaly of -2,39 (100 mm below 

average), which occurred in the LN phase. 

Negative anomalies in EN were more frequent 

at the beginning of the century, approaching the 

value of -1 in the anomaly index. Yet, in 1942–

55, dry month values approach -2. The neutral 

phase presented the most significant amplitude 

of the three phases, varying from -2,12 (January 

of 1979, 100 mm below the monthly average) to 

4,12 (July of 1995, 210 mm above average 

monthly one).  

In the positive anomalies, both EN and 

neutral episodes stand out, being EN episodes 

superior to the Campaign zone. There was a 

significant influence of EN on positive monthly 

anomalies between 1901 and 1941. After the dry 

period of 1942-55, there is a new pattern of 

positive anomalies, with cases in LN surpassing 

most of the values of the EN phase and rainfalls 

in neutral episodes exceeding or equivalent to 

EN peaks. The two last decades of the century 

present the highest monthly totals, besides a 

decrease in the return time of anomalies more 

significant than 2. The wettest month of the 

Coastal Zone in the 20th century was July 1995, 

with an anomaly of 4,12 (211 mm above monthly 

average). 

 The Coastal zone highlights the neutral 

anomalies with the same intensity of the other 

phases of ENSO, both negative and positive, 

indicating the possibility of another mode of 

variability as a local factor that influences the 

precipitation in this zone. Schossler (2018) 

points out the altimetry of the northern part of 

the Coast as an influencing factor, presenting a 

difference from 0 to 900 m altitude within a 

range of approximately 30 miles. The south of 

the Coastal zone is flat, with altitudes below 

200m. This may be the reason for parity in the 

Coastal zone's anomalous positive and negative 

values. Schossler (2018) also found that Costal 

zone have become drier in LN episodes, 

especially when this phase is combined with 

positive Southern Annular Mode (SAM). 
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Figure 5 - Precipitation anomalies in Coastal zone, distributed in enso phases (a), quarterly moving average (b), semiannual (c), and annual (d). 

 
Source: The authors (2022).
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Variability in the Plateau Zone 

 

The Plateau (Figure 6) presents the highest 

values among RS zones, the zone with the 

highest number of severe droughts. The most 

negative anomalies and the rest of the State also 

occur in the LN and neutral phases, the latter 

being the one with the highest number of 

months below the average. Minor or close to -2 

anomaly cases were significant in the 1960s and 

1990s. Even extreme adverse events in EN did 

not reach these values. Although mid-century 

droughts appear on the Plateau, similar values 

to this period are seen between 1901-41, with a 

frequency between 2 and 3 years in three 

phases. After 1960, negative anomalies changed 

their extreme cases, appearing more in the 

neutral phase, including the most negative 

anomaly of the century, in February 1991, with 

-2.10 (113 mm below the monthly average). The 

constancy in the values and frequency of 

droughts on the Plateau is noteworthy, which 

are not seen in the Campaign or Coast zones.  

As for the positive months, the highest values 

are predominant in phase EN, pointing to the 

growth of the maximum in each case after 1960, 

which coincides with results found in Pereira et 

al. (2017) and Reboita et al. (2021). Likewise, 

positive anomalies in LN are clear, especially 

the episodes in 1927-28, 1939-41, 1955-57, 1970-

72. From positive cases in the neutral phase, 

those after the mid 1930s, early 1960s, and 

1990's stand out. There is an almost gradual 

growth of the positive values throughout the 

series, starting the anomaly peaks at values 

close to 2 and increasing the maximum point to 

values above three after 1965, with the highest 

rainfall records in the '80s and '90s, with the 

peak in the most intense EN episode of the 20th 

century: October 1997, with an anomaly of 4.52 

(300 mm above monthly average). Pereira et al. 

(2017) pointed the same growth on extreme 

precipitations after 1982 and 1997 EN episodes. 

In addition, Rocha et al. (2014) found that EN 

events in the end of the 20th century cooperated 

to the high precipitation amount in South 

America, which RS was highlighted as one of the 

wettest regions. 

The LN phase predominated in the positive 

and negative anomalies of the Plateau at the 

beginning of the 20th century. Cases in neutral 

periods had the most significant amplitude 

(- 2.10 to 4.24). From 1942 onwards, we have low 

values in the positive anomalies due to a 

drought that lasted until 1959, when monthly 

totals increased again, and EN phase episodes 

had the most significant positive anomalies. 

However, negative months follow a bias of -0.5 

standard deviations throughout the century, 

regardless of the phase. Factors as these show 

that Plateau is the zone of most significant 

ENSO influence only in positive anomalies, 

showing consistent variability with the 

periodicity of EN and LN phases. 
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Figure 6  - Precipitation anomalies in Plateau zone, distributed in enso phases (a), quarterly moving average (b), semiannual (c), and annual (d). 

 
Source: The authors (2022).
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CYCLIC ANALYSIS - WAVE TRANSFORM 

AND SCALOGRAM  

 

 

Cyclicity of anomalies in RS  

 

In the wavelets made for the entire RS (Figure 

7), five cycles appeared above the significance 

level: 25 months (common to all zones), 43 

months (with lower frequency in the Coastal 

Zone), 80 months (higher magnitude and power 

cycle in the Campaign and Plateau zones and for 

the RS wavelets), 111 months (higher 

magnitude and power in the Coast zone) and 144 

months (significant only for Campaign zone).  

 

Figure 7 - RS Power wavelet and energy scalogram. 

 
Source: The authors (2022). 

   

The Coastal zone presented a different behavior 

from the others. On the other hand, all cycles, 

even the most intense ones with a lower 

frequency, are coherent with the cyclicity of the 

different zones. Therefore, magnitude and 

power wavelets for all RS express all significant 

cycles for the three zones due to slight 

differences among them.  

 

Campaign 
 

The Campaign magnitude wavelet (Figure 8) 

points to significant cycles of approximately 30, 

45, 80, 110, 145, and 265 months, as shown in 

the magnitude power scalogram. Cycles around 

30 and 45 months intensified its anomalies, 

positive and negative, from the 1960s onwards. 

The cycles of 80, 110, and 145 months occurred 

during the analyzed period; however, the 

negative anomalies (green and blue tones) are 

stronger during the 1920s and in the interval 

between 1942 and 1955, where the most 

negative values were obtained. In the 265 

months cycle, negative anomalies lost 

magnitude from 1960 onwards, while positive 

ones remained. However, in the Campaign 

magnitude wavelet, we notice that the interval 

between anomalies in this cycle has decreased 

since the 1970s. The scalogram indicates that 

the most potent anomalies occurred between 

1960 and 1970 in the 35, 80, and 110-month 

cycles. The longer cycles had greater potency 

between 1935 and 1945, following the high 

values found in the positive anomalies within 

this period. Moreover, cycles close to 12 months, 

slightly above the significance level, acquired 

greater potency from 1950 onwards. 
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Figure 8 - Campaign zone power scalogram and power wavelet. 

 
Source: The authors (2022). 

 

Coastline  

 

On the Coast, different cycles were observed: 25, 

72, 157, and 264 months, all at least half degree 

of magnitude above the significance level 

(Figure 9). The cycles of 72 and 157 months 

showed greater magnitude at the beginning of 

the series, between 1905 and 1920, and between 

1960 and 1975. Positive (negative) anomalies 

close to or greater than 3 (-3) were observed in 

both periods. In addition, a drought scenario 

was also identified during 1942 and 1955 but did 

not reach such extreme values as in the 

Campaign zone.  

According to the scalogram, the 79 months 

cycle revealed the highest powers in the period, 

surpassing the longer cycles, such as the 157-

month cycle, which had the highest magnitudes. 

Both positive and negative anomalies showed a 

decrease in the frequencies of their cycles from 

1970 onwards. Furthermore, a nearly 12 months 

cycle, slightly above the significance level, 

intensified its power from 1980, contributing to 

extreme precipitation events in almost all the 

last twenty years of the 20th century.  
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Figure 9 - Power wavelet and Coast zone energy scalogram. 

 
Source: The authors (2022). 

 

Plateau  
 

Cycles of 25, 43, 80, and 110 months were found 

in Plateau zone, being 80 months the highest in 

magnitude (Figure 10). Negative anomalies can 

be observed throughout the century in the 110 

months cycle, intensifying in 1943-1960, where 

they reach values equivalent to or greater than 

-2. Analyzing the power wavelet, the second 

higher amount of energy can be seen in 

anomalies occurring in the interval. In the 

remaining period, the negative anomalies of this 

cycle were about half magnitude and potency. 

The 80 month cycle intensified negative 

anomalies from 1965 onwards, where a union of 

this cycle with the 43-month cycle can be seen, 

indicating a decrease in time in the intervals 

between the extreme negative and positive 

events. Since the beginning of the 20th century, 

these two cycles presented greater magnitude. 

The wavelets and power scalogram showed this 

reduction in the intervals, matching the 

increase (decrease) of positive (negative) 

anomalies in Plateau. 

 

Figure 10 - Plateau power wavelet and energy scalogram. 

 
Source: The authors (2022). 
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The cycles with higher frequency, 25 and 43 

months intensified from the 1970s on, where 

anomalies present power peaks every year until 

the 1980s. These cycles may match ENSO 

episodes. However, there are similar cases with 

the same periodicity in the neutral phase. 

Similar values were seen in the late 1990s. 

Therefore, Plateau wavelets demonstrated the 

reduction of temporal cycles and the 

intensification of extreme precipitation events 

in the last thirty years in timeseries, in addition 

to the almost fifteen years of dry months marked 

off in the middle of the century. 

 
ENSO events classification in RS in the 

20th century  

 
Table 1 presents the precipitation anomalies in 

RS, occurred in EN and LN distributed in weak 

(LN+, EN-), moderate (LNm, ENm), and strong 

(LN-, EN+) intensities and corresponding lags of 

1, 2, and 3 months. As the cyclical anomaly 

analysis revealed similarities between the 

zones, we decided to analyze the RS without 

zoning, taking an adaptation from Kousky and 

Bell (2000) to investigate the ENSO phase's 

influence in RS precipitation. 

In La Niña months, no pattern was observed. 

At 0 lag, it is observed that LN- presents the 

highest number of both anomalies above and 

below the average, which are higher than the 

other intensities of the La Niña phase. At lag 1, 

anomalies exhibit inversely proportional 

behavior compared to the results found by 

Fontana and Berlato (1997). The LN+ intensity 

has 40 monthly cases below the average, while 

LN- has 35 months. In the case of the positive 

anomalies, LN- presents 38 and LN+ only 29. 

The 2-month lag, just like the normal one, 

does not show any pattern. The LN- and LN+ 

intensities have similar average values, 

whereas the LNm phase shows the highest 

values in positive and negative anomalies (38 

and 36 cases, respectively). In lag 3, neither 

directly nor inversely proportional patterns 

were found. 

The cases of El Niño showed a pattern closer 

to what says Fontana and Berlato (1997) and the 

results of Viana (2009). In the analysis without 

any lag, there were 40 cases below the average 

with weak EN and another 40 cases of 

precipitation above the average in EN+ 

episodes. At lag level 1, there is an increase in 

the number of precipitation anomalies as the 

intensity of El Niño cases increases. More cases 

with precipitation above the average in EN+ (40 

cases also registered). However, weak episodes 

were 33 months below the average, this value 

were close to that found one in EN+. 

Lag level 2 showed no pattern. The most 

significant cases of below-average episodes are 

in ENm while the medium ones are in EN-. 

However, it is noteworthy that 44 out of 91 

months of EN+ with precipitation in RS 

indicated a possible delayed relation. At lag 

level 3, there is a similar pattern to level 1, but 

with a higher amount of months below the 

average in EN- and lower, but even higher than 

the other cases of EN+.  

In EN imbalances 0, 1, and 3 lags 

demonstrate a high amount of precipitation 

anomalies below the average in EN-, indicating 

that EN- episodes also register negative 

precipitation anomalies. In turn, EN+ presents 

higher values in above-average anomalies, 

suggesting the possibility of stronger El Niño 

events intensifying precipitations in RS. Both 

Tedeschi et al. (2016) and Reboita et al. (2021) 

found that EN is contributing to the increasing 

in RS precipitation, especially during the strong 

episodes. 
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Table 1 – Classification of precipitation anomalies in ENSO months 

Lag 0 

PP LN- LNm LN+ N EN- ENm EN+ Overall  

BELOW 37 33 32  39 25 27 193 

WITHIN 21 39 40  34 32 24 191 

ABOVE 43 28 31  17 35 40 193 

Overall 101 100 103  91 91 91 577 

Lag 1 

BELOW 35 27 40  33 34 24 193 

WITHIN 28 38 34  29 35 27 191 

ABOVE 38 35 29  29 22 40 193 

Overall 101 100 103 0 91 91 91 577 

Lag 2 

BELOW 33 36 33  30 39 22 193 

WITHIN 41 26 33  35 31 25 191 

ABOVE 27 38 37  26 21 44 193 

Overall 101 100 103  91 91 91 577 

Lag 3 

BELOW 31 37 34  38 25 28 193 

WITHIN 41 29 30  30 34 27 191 

ABOVE 29 34 39  23 32 36 193 

Overall 101 100 103  91 91 91 577 

Source: The authors (2022). 

 
 
DISCUSSIONS 

 

 

After analyzing the zones, we could identify that 

precipitation anomalies occurred in RS during 

the 20th century had a structural break from the 

1950s onwards, indicating a positive trend 

towards precipitation anomalies. The 1901–

1942 period showed rainfall above the average 

in EN months and neutral of more than one 

standard deviation. Anomalies in LN did not 

present specific behavior in its episodes. 

Between 1942 and 1955, we had the driest 

interval of the century, with the highest number 

of months below the average (880 negatives and 

524 positives) among the three phases. Neutral 

phase anomalies were more severe in relation to 

the frequency, especially in 1942-1945, where up 

to 13 consecutive months of below-average 

episodes were found. From 1955 onwards, there 

was an intensification of the anomalies by at 

least half a standard deviation above average in 

all zones, reducing the temporal cycle of similar 

cases from 85 to 60 months from 1960 onwards. 

From 1970, positive anomalies, especially in 

El Niño cases, exceeded, on average, 200 mm per 

event. Moreover, anomalies at neutral times 

were also intensified by more than 0.5 standard 

deviation, indicating that other influences may 

be contributing to the positive anomalous 

precipitation in RS. Viana et al. (2006), Rocha et 

al. (2014), Tedeschi et al. (2016), Pereira et al 

(2017) and Reboita et al. (2021) also found 

changes in precipitation from this decade 

onwards, especially during EN events. 

Therefore, it is possible to affirm that moderate 

and strong EN episodes are helping to intensify 

the precipitation over RS, which can be 

dangerous to the agriculture in all three zones. 

Crops such as corn, soybean and rice (the main 

agricultural products planted in RS) depend 

directly on a water supply close to monthly 

values. Extreme events, both heavy rains and 

droughts, tend to cause damage to these 

plantations, especially increasing the frequency 

of these extreme events. 

Negative anomalies did not show specific 

behavior in one of the phases (EN, LN, and 

Neutral), occurring more in La Niña periods in 

the first part of the century. However, the 

negative cases do not match with the regularity 

of any of the three analyzed phases.  

 There are divergences between Coastline 

anomalies and the other zones between 1901-

1950 in the three phases (EN, LN, and Neutral). 

For future studies, the zoning used in Schossler 

et al. (2018) may perform a different behavior in 

precipitation anomalies occurred in Coastline. 

Likewise, the amplitude of the most significant 

anomalies grows by almost one standard 

deviation in Plateau from the 80s on. This is also 

the zone with the strongest influence from 

ENSO only in the positive anomalies. The three 

zones responded accordingly in mid-century 

(1942-1955), where monthly totals appeared 

below average.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

For the distribution of the precipitation in RS, 

Viana (2009) zoning showed differences in the 

origin and precipitation values both due to the 

influence of the relief and atmospheric systems 

and teleconnections with the ENSO, which 

influences precipitation patterns, especially in 

the Plateau and the Coastline (only for positive 

anomalies).  However, it is noteworthy that 

positive anomalies in neutral periods in the 

three zones indicated a minimum increase of 0.5 

standard deviation in intensity. This suggests 

that the teleconnection of the ENSO with RS 

does not fully respond to the behavior of the 

precipitation anomalies in RS.  

The three most frequent cycles (2, 4, and 6.5 

years) coincide with episodes of EN and LN. 

However, according to our analyses, there are 

significant periodicities above the time of 

occurrence of EN and LN. The two cycles with 

the lowest frequency (12 and 24 years) present 

higher periodicity than ENSO, influencing the 

precipitation anomalies due to concomitant 

occurrence in some episodes. However, as 

already mentioned, ENSO is not the only 

influencing factor, given the extreme positive 

and negative precipitation anomalies occurring 

in the neutral phase. This suggests that other 

modes of variability may influence the RS 

precipitation anomalies, given the anomalies 

above (below) 2 (-1) standard deviations found in 

neutral phase months.  

Contingency tables and wavelet transforms 

indicated that La Niña events did not present a 

pattern in both positive and negative 

precipitation anomalies in RS, occurring in both 

of them. However, there is an intensification of 

at least 0.5 standard deviation in both. 

Therefore, it can be said that La Niña intensifies 

the monthly anomaly, despite not showing a 

tendency towards negative anomalies.  

On the other hand, weak El Niño episodes 

(EN-) tend to produce negative anomalies, while 

strong episodes (EN+) indicate elevations of 

precipitation anomalies in their occurrences. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the influence 

exerted by ENSO on RS precipitation is greater 

in the El Niño phase than in the La Niña phase. 

However, both phases can generate positive and 

negative anomalies. This may indicate that 

other factors, from regional to hemispherical 

influences, can contribute as much or more than 

ENSO to extreme precipitation events in the RS, 

especially from the 1970s. The increase in 

intensity of anomalies in neutral periods 

indicates the possibility of other modes of 

variability that explain the decrease in 

recurrence time and increase in the power of RS 

precipitation over the course of the century.  
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